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C. Capped processor pools
D. Uncapped processor pools
Answer: D
QUESTION: 70
In a standalone server environment with a rootvg only, what is the easiest way to back up the
system?
A. nim
B. savevg
C. mksysb
D. backupios
Answer: C
QUESTION: 71
A small company would like to set up automated patch updates for their new AIX 5L V5.3
system. Which command would accomplish this?
A. alien
B. suma
C. mksysb
D. update_all
Answer: B
QUESTION: 72
A customer has a newly installed p5-520 with AIX 5L V5.3.They wish to install a software
package for multiple systems. What command needs to be run to copy the software to disk?
A. installp -qa -d /cdrom/usr/sys/inst.images -X all
B. restore -xvpf /dev/cd0/usr/sys/inst.images -X all
C. bffcreate -qv -d'/dev/cd0' -t'/usr/sys/inst.images' '-X' all
D. dd if=/dev/cd0 of=/boot bs=512 '/usr/sys/inst.images' '-X' all
Answer: C
QUESTION: 73
Which of the following is the minimum configuration required to run Simultaneous Multithreading?
A. p5-505 with AIX 5L V5.3
B. p5-505 with AIX 5L V5.2
C. p5-520 with AIX 5L V5.3
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D. p5-520 with AIX 5L V5.2
Answer: A
QUESTION: 74
If a client needs to increase the standard machine warranty, what should the Business Partner
do?
A. Explain the IBM HACMP offerings and include in the client proposal.
B. Explain IBM ServicePak offerings and include in the client proposal.
C. Ensure that the client fully understands the RAS features of the proposed solution.
D. Convince the client that the standard machine warranty would meet their requirements.
Answer: B
QUESTION: 75
To increase the RAS of Linux on POWER it is best to install which of the following?
A. SELinux
B. HACMP on the partition
C. AIX Toolbox for Linux Applications
D. IBM service and productivity tools
Answer: D
QUESTION: 76
A customer needs a new System p5 server solution to support a DB2 application that needs to
be available 24 x 7. Which server solution provides the highest availability and will meet
their database needs?
A. One p5 520 server in a CSM cluster
B. Two p5 520 servers in a CSM cluster
C. One p5 520 server in an HACMP cluster
D. Two p5 520 servers in an HACMP cluster
Answer: D
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